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To Whom it May Concern 

I think it is ridiculous that the Electorate of Reid will be dismembered to three or four 
parts resulting in the name of the prominent early Prime Minister, George Housten Reid, 
being removed as the name of our Electoral Division. In my opinion George Reid is 
rightly called the Father of Federation. He was a former Premier, Prime Minister and 
first High Commissioner to the U.K. He served Australia as a public figure from 1879 to 
1916. The name of George Reid should not be dishonoured by splitting up the core area 
of the Electorate of Reid. The seat of Reid has stood thus since 1922. 

This change, and the sacking of our Member of Parliament, Laurie Ferguson, has made 
me so angry I have taken up the attached petition. This petition reflects the views of a 
majority of local residents and has been distributed by me and some of my friends, to 
give the people of this area the option to express their anger and objection. I feel that 
many locals would be unable to express their opinion without this petition, as many are 
saying it makes no sense to divide the community without any clear boundaries. 

My husband and I are both migrants from Ireland and have two adult sons born in 
Auburn hospital. We settled firstly in Lidcombe later moving to Granville, suburbs on 
which the Electorate of Reid is centred. The electoral office at Granville provides much 
needed help, advice and services, to the many newly arrived migrants and current 
residents and citizens of the Electorate. 

As Australians and residents of Granville we are proud of our Irish heritage and the 
contributions many like us have made to Local , State and Federal politics. I trust 
therefore that this petition will be treated in the manner in which it was written and 
signed by the residents of the Electorate of Reid. 



We, t he unde rsigned vo ters o f t he Elect orat e of Reid , obj ect to the pro posal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on t he fo llowing basis: 

1.	 The Seat o f Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime M in ister George Reid, 

and is con sistent wit h nami ng Electoral Divisions. Anot her former NSW Prem ier, Jack La ng also 

represented Reid in the Federa l Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal t o create a new seat o f McMahon, after Sir Wil liam McMahon, a for mer Prime 

Mi nist er, shou ld not be made at th e expen se of th e memory of an earl ier Prime Min ister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompas s a cons iderable portion of the Reid Electo rate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Ce nte nary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal d ivide s th e subu rb of Granville , effect ive ly the centre of Reid in to at least two 

divis ions t hose of Blaxland and Parramat ta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville fo r approximately 50 yea rs. 

4.	 The pro posal eliminates natural bo undaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill j Prospect wate r pipe 

line, the West ern railway line, t he Liverpool Granvi lle or Liverpoo l Regent s Park railway lines, 

Parra matta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through subu rban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informa l vot e wil l inc rease . 

5.	 Related t o the above is the lack of communi ty of inte rest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granvill e, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in the early 

format ion of New South Wa les, share a common indust rial base from that era and have lon g 

been the sign ifican t area of firs t settle ments for m igra nts . These areas are conta ined w ith in the 

natural boundaries fo rmerly mentioned . 
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We, t he und ersigned voters o f the Elect orate of Reid, obje ct to t he proposal to eliminate t his Electo ral 

Division on t he foll ow ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and fo rmer Prime M inist er George Reid, 

and is consistent w it h naming Electora l Division s. Ano ther former NSW Premier , JackLang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMa hon, af ter Sir Will iam McMah on, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Elect orate notab ly from.' 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divide s the suburb of Granville, effect ively the centre of Reid in to at least two 

divis rQns those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years . 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line} the Western ra ilwa y line} the Liverpool Granv ille or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines , 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders t hrough suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase . 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of com munity of interest cont ained in the proposals, ie the 

- reside';ts of Lidcornbe , Auburn, Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbsestab lishedin the eariy 

format ion of New South Wale s, share a common industri al base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These area s are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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We, the unde rsigned vot ers o f t he Elect ora te o f Reid , object to t he propos al to elimi nat e this Electoral 

Division on t he fo llow ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat o f Reid is named for former NSW Premi er and fo rmer Prime M in ister George Reid, 

and is consistent wit h naming Electora l Divisions. Ano ther form er NSW Prem ier, Jack Lang also 

represen ted Reid in the Federal Pa rliament. 

2.	 The proposal t o create a new seat of M cMa hon, after Sir Wil liam Mc Mah on, a fo rmer Prime 

M inis ter, should not be made at t he expense of the memory o f an earlier Prime M inister . This 

new seat is proposed to encompa ss a conside rable port ion of the Reid Electorate nota bly from 

Duck River bou nded by the Water Pipe Line to Ce ntenary Drive at Home bush. 

3.	 The proposal divide s the suburb of Granville, effectively the cent re of Reid in to at least two 

divisions th ose of Blaxland and Parramat ta . The Reid Electorate Office has bee n esta blished in 

Gran ville for approximately 50 yea rs. 

4.	 The proposal el im inates natura l boundar ies such as the Sydney Pot ts Hill jProspect water pipe 

lin e, the Western ra ilwa y line, t he Liver pool Granville or Liverpool Regents Pa rk railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders thro ugh subu rban st reets along a 

bounda ry th at is unrecognized by local residents. The already high in forma l vo te will increase. 

5.	 Relate d to t he above is the lack o f com munity o f int erest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in t he early 

format io n of New South Wa les, share a common ind ustr ial base from th at era and have lon g 

been t he signif icant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are conta ined w ith in the 

natura l boundaries fo rmerly mentioned . 
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We, the undersigned voters of th e Electorate or Reid, obj ect to the propc sal to eli mi nat e this Eiectoral 

Division On t he follow ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and fo rmer Prime M in ister George Reid, 

and is consistent with nam ing Electcra l Divisions. Another forme r NSW Prem ier, Jack Lang also 

repr esented Reid in th e Federa l Parl iament. 

2.	 The propo sal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

M in ister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime M inister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable port ion of the Reid Electora te notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Wa ter Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush . 

3.	 The proposal di vides the suburb of Granville , effect ively the cen tr e of Reid in to at least two 

division s those of Blax/and and Parrama tta . The Reid Electorate Office has been establ ished in 

Granv ille for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill jProspect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line , the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead me anders through suburban street s along a 

boundary that is unrecogn ized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to the abo ve is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Aub urn, Granvill e, and Harr is Park live in suburbs estab lished in t he ear ly 

formation of New Sou th Wale s, share a com mon industria l base from that era and have long 

been the signi fican t area of fir st sett lements for m igrants . These areas are conta ined wit hin th e 

nat ural boundaries fo rmer ly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



We, the und ersigned vot er s of t he Elect or ate of Reid, objec t to the pro posal to elim inat e this Electoral 

Division on t he fo llow ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is nam ed for former NSW Premier and for mer Prime Min ister George Reid, 

and is con sistent wi th naming Electora l Divisions. Ano ther former NSW Prem ier, Ja ck Lang also 

represented Reid in th e Federa l Parl iament . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat o f M cMah on, after Sir Will iam Mc M aho n, a for mer Prime 

M ini st er, should not be made at the expense of t he memory of an earlier Prim e M inister. This 

new seat is prop osed to encompass a considerable port ion o f the Reid Electo rat e not ably from 

Duck River bounded by t he Wa ter Pipe Line to Cen t enary Drive at Home bush. 

3.	 The proposal divide s the suburb of Granville, effectively th e centre of Reid in to at least two 

divisions th ose of Blaxland and Parrama tta . The Reid Electorate Office has been estab lished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal el im inates natu ral boundaries such as the Sydney Pot ts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western ra ilway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park rai lway lines, 

Parrama tta River and Duck River. It inst ead meanders through subu rban street s along a 

boundary t hat is unr ecognized by loca l residents. The already high informal vote wi ll increa se. 

5.	 Related t o the above is t he lack o f communit y of interest contained in the prop osal s, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granvi lle , and Harr is Park live in suburbs establi shed in the early 

format ion of New South Wales, share a common industrial base fro m that era and have long 

been the sign ifican t area of first settleme nts for m igrants. These areas are con tained w it hin the 

natural bou ndaries former ly ment ioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal .. edlstribu tion Pro osal as it affects the 
Elector at e of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE 



Objec tion to the 2009 Federal Red lst tbution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush . 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Fedora Redistrfbution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Rei 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Object ion to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Elec torate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by locaI residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn , Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

DATE ADDRESS SIGNATURE 



Objection to . he 2009 Fe leral Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been establ ished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

SIGNATURE 



We, the und ersigned vote rs of the Electorate o f Reid, obje ct to th e proposa l t o eliminate th is Electoral 

Division on the fol lowing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and fo rmer Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions . Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in th e Federa l Parliament . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Will iam M cMahon, a former Prim e 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earl ier Prime Mi nister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably fr om 

Duck River bo unded by t he Water Pipe Line t o Centenary Drive at Hom ebush. 

3.	 The proposal d ivides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least t wo 

divisions th ose of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Elect orate Office has been establi shed in 

Granville for app roximately SO years. 

4.	 The prop osal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Weste rn railway line, t he Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramat ta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The alr eady high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to t he above is the lack of communit y of int erest contained in th e proposals, ie th e 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in t he early 

formati on of New South W ales, share a common indus trial base from tha t era and have long 

been th e signif icant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are contained wi thin th e 

natural bound aries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection t o the 2009 Federal R edlstr ibu tion Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters ofthe Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME ADDRESS SIGNATURE 
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mectOl'!'i t e ofH eki 
We, the unders igned voters of t he Electorate o f Reid, obj ect to t he proposal to el imi nat e this Electoral 

Division on th e foll owing basis: 

1.... T, he Seat of Reid is .ia rne d fer fermer NS\r\ Premier and fo rmer Prime M iniste r George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electora l Divisions, Another former NSW Premier , Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament, 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McM ahon, after Sir William McMahon, a fo rme r Prime 

M iniste r, should not be made at the expen se of the memory of an earlier Prime Min ister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3,	 The proposal div ides the suburb of Granville, effective ly the centre of Reid into at least two 

divis ions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill jProspect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River, It instead meanders through subu rban streets along a 

boundary t hat is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related t o the above is the lack of cornrnunltv of interest contalneu in the proposa ls, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in t he ear ly 

format ion of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of f irst settlements for migrants . These areas are conta ined with in t he 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

DATE NAME ADDRESS SIGNATURE 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Ret istributlon Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal RedlstributlonProposal as i~ affects the 
Electorate of Reid . --......: 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object tothe proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1. The seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Min ister George Reid, 

.and IsconsISt ent with naming Electoral Di visions. Another fonner NSW Premier, Jack Lang-also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3r The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid Into at least two 
-- - ---- .--. divisions those of Blaxland-"and Parramarta. The ReId Electorate Office has -6'een established in 

.~ : "-~ . :..:.. :':' ::-':"':"':' :- -Gr-anvil ie' for'approximately 50 years. -.. - _.- - - - .- -- - - - -- - -- - .

-. . . ;c . . · · 4: Th~ proposafetlmlnatesnatural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospeet water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It Instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high Informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to the above is the laCK of community of Interest contained in the proposals, Ie the
• 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live In suburbs established In the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common Industrial base from that era and have long 

been the slgnlflcant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural bounda rles formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object tothe proposal to eliminate th is Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLangalso 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

~	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately SO years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill jProspect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the
• 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live In suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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0' jection to the 2009 Federal Redistributio Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Rei 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville , effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been establ ished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpoo l Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 20 09 Federle I Redistribution Proposal a ' it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate th is Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

NAME SIGNATURE 
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;;..;( .:-. ':, ' ..:" "9bJ~c~~on to t,he 2009 federal RedistrfbutlonProposal asIt affects, the . -e 

<:» , c . , -.• " "ElectorateofReld -',, ' 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1. The seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLangalso 

represented Reid in the Federal Parllarnent. 

· ··>· : :~f ' '' : ',. < 2:---.Tbe proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 
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Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat Is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3P The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid Into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approxlmatelv SO years. 

4. The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hili /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that Is unrecognized by local residents . The already high Informal vote will increase. 

S. Related to the above is the laCK of community of Interest contained In the proposals, Ie the
• 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live In suburbs established In the early 

formatlon ofNewSouth Wales, share a common Industrial base from that era and have long . 

__-f.·.· . " . ' .  ". ;been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained withrri the 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution ·Proposal as i~ affects the 
Electorate of Reid <, 

We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object tothe proposal to eliminate this Electoral 
Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent 'wit h naming Elect'oral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLangalso 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2. The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

.. -: ' ~M i n jste r, ~h~u l d not be ~ade a'~the ' expenseofthememory of an eartier Prime·Minlster.-Thls 
. - .. . -. . ..- .	 ,
new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

370	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granvllle, effectively the centre of Reid Into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately SO years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hili /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

- .- - ---.-Parrama tta River and Duck River. it instead meanders through-suburban streets alongci .-	 . 
." ";..~ __ ; .. : . -.---= '•. . . . ". ..boundary thatls unrecognized ,by.local residents. The already high informal votewill increase. . .... 
..' .:::~.:~~: : ' .'~' : " :. .....j >' R~lated~6 the above is the laCK of corTjmu~I~Y. of Interest contained in the proposals, Ie the '. _. . ' 
. .-,. .~ . __ ' : ':,. ·..: t · ·' ;.· .;' ··.' .~ " . · . . : ,-.,: " , . . . ~ , :.... .. . . ' . , ~ .. .	 . ' . - c " 

. ' . . .'~ _" '~..: : ;~":. } ::res id.~Qfpqc~li1bei ·Aubum; Gra.':l:JIIIE!i aridHarrlsPark live In suburbs established In the early ..'....... .': ~ ;.. ~ .:..~~~ .:- - . .. _ . . \, .. . ' . .... - .:'- ." " . .	 . ... ..
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-of New South-Wales, share a common Industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistributlu 1 Proposal a' it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximatelv 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME ADDRESS	 SIGNATURE 



Objection to t re 2009 Fe eral e istribution Proposal as it affects the 
.Jectorat e of Reid 

We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense ofthe memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME ADDRESS SI§.NATURE 
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Elector ate of Held 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposa l to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the follow ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former I\JSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions . Another former NSW Premier, Jack lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approx imately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are contained w ithin the 

natural bounda ries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Radlstrtbution Proposal as H affe cts th e 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premie r and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consist ent with naming Electoral Dlvlsions. Another former NSW Premie r, Jack lang also 

represen ted Reid in the FederalParliament. 

2.	 -The proposal to create a newseatof McMahon, after Sir William M cManon, a former Pr ime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been estab lished in 

Granvil le fo r approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposa l eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line} the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park raitwav lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders th roug h suburban streets along a 

bou ndary t hat Is unrecognized by local resident s. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related t o t he above is t he lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposa ls, ie th e 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park 1M! in suburbs established in the early 
II" 

formati on of New South Wales, share a co~on Indust rial base from that era and have long 

been t he slgnlficant area of f irst settlements for migrants . These areas are contained within ~he 

natu ral boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2 009 Federal Radistrfbutinn Pro posal as it a ffects the 
Electorat e of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electora l 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Min ister George Reid, 

and is consist ent VJi th naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2. . The proposa l" to create a newseatof McMahon, after Sir William McManon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense ofthe memory ofan earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid Int o at least two 

divisions those of Btaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granv ill~: for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Weste rn railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It Instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

bounda ry t hat Is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will Increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals , Ie the 

residents of Udcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park 1M! in suburbs established in the early
II'	 . 

- format ion of_New South Wales. share a com.-"-'l0n industrial base from that era and have long 

been the s cam area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are conta ined within the 

natural ries formerly mentioned . 



Ob ject ion tv the 2 009 Fetlera] Hedjstributjo-n Pro posal as i t a ffects tiH:: 
Ele ctorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent '-"Ji th naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a newseafof McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

GranvillE~ for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

bounda ry that Is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

resldennsof Udcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park liVl! in suburbs established in the early 
II" 

formation of New South Wales. share a co~on industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migra nts. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

DATE 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early _ 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 20 09 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate ofReid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSWPremier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Pa rliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at leasttwo 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years . 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of communit y of interest cont ained in the proposal s. ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn , Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in tl.e early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the signific ant area of f irst settlements for migra nts. These areas are contained wit hin the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Object ion to the 2009 Federal Redist r ibution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this
 

Electoral Division on the following basis:
 

...._... 1. The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister Ge5rge Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLang 

also represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. 

This new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate 

notably from Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established 

in Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water 

pipe line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway 

lines, Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along 

a boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will 

increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the 

v.,_ ... early formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era.and 

have long been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are 

contained within the natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME ADDRESS	 SIGNATURE 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this 

Electoral Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang 

also represented Reid in the Federal Parliament . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. 

This new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate 

notably from Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid int o at least two 

divisions those cf Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established 

in Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect~ater 

pipe line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway 

lines, Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along 

a boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will 

increase. 

...._ .~ 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the 

early formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and 

have long been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are 

contained within the natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME ADDRESS	 SIGNATURE 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSWPremier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSWPremier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill jProspect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to t he above is t he lack of communit y of interest contained in t he proposaIs, ie th e 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granvil le, and Harri s Park live in suburbs establi shed in the early 

format ion of New South Wales, share a comm on rndust rlal base f rom t hat era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral
 

Division on the following basis:
 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon,' a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural bounda ries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to elim inate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a comm on Indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Feder a l Redis tr ibu tion Proposal as it affec ts the 
Elector ate of Rei d 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Min ister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River, It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South \.'Va les, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

SIGNATURE 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistrtbufon Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Re id, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Min ister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lldcornbe. Auburn, Granvllle, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3,	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4,	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

tine, the Western railway line, the liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park rallwav lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents, The already high informal vote will increase, 

S.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of lidcombe, Auburn , Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: . 

1.	 The seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately SO years. 

4. '	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It Instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, Ie the 

residents of lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Feder a l Redis tr ibution Proposal as it affects th e 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: . 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistentwith naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common lndustrlal base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Object ion to the 2009 Feder a l Redis tr ibution Proposal as it affects th e 
Electorat e of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Langalso 

represented Reid in the FederalParliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

llne, the Western railway line;thel.iverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industriai base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redlstrtbution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate ofReid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSWPremier, JackLangalso 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4. - The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high Informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of Interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electorai Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately SO years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line} the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railwav lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents, The already high informal vote will increase, 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electora l 

Division on t he following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premie r and former Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electo ral Division s. Anothe r former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

rep resented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The prop osal t o create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Willia m McMahon, a fo rmer Prime 

Mi nister, should not be made at the expense of t he memory of an earlie r Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of th e Reid Electorat e notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effect ively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divi sions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park rai lway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River . It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote w ill increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals , ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within t he 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electo rate of Reid , obj ect t o th e prop osal to eliminate this Electo ral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and for mer Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consisten t with naming Electora l Divisions . Anot her form er NSW Premi er , Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The prop osal to create a new seat of M cMah on, after Sir Willia m M cMaho n, a former Prime 

Mi nister, shou ld not be made at the expense of t he mem ory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considera ble portion of the Reid Electorat e notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Hom ebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the subu rb of Granville, ef fec tively th e centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions th ose of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been estab lished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liver pool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park rail way lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecog nized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to t he above is t he lack of communit y of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granvill e, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in t he early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first sett lements for migrants. These areas are conta ined wi thin the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, t he undersigned vote rs of the Electora te of Reid, object t o the proposal to eliminate this Electo ral 

Division on th e following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent wit h naming Electoral Divisions. Anot her former NSW Premie r, Jack Lang also 

represen ted Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The prop osal t o create a new seat of Mc Mahon, after Sir William M cMa hon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of t he memory of an earlier Prime Ministe r. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of th e Reid Electorat e notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush . 

3.	 The prop osal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the cent re of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Elect orate Office has been estab lished in 

Granville fo r approxima te ly 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, t he Western railway line, t he Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park rai lway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary t hat is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in th e proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn , Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in t he early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the sign ifican t area of f irst set t lements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natu ral boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion ofthe Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximate ly 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It inst ead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote w ill increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn , Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electora te of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lartg also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Min ister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush . 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville , effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained with in the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase . 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earl ier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush . 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote w ill increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area offirst settlements for migrants. These areas are conta ined within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense ofthe memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion ofthe Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area offirst settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Rei d 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to elim inate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Min ister, should not be made at the expense ofthe memory of an earlier Prime Min ister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natura l boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpoo l Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River . It inst ead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs estab lished in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are conta ined within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Feder: i Redistrlbution Proposal as it af ects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of t he Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to elim inate this Electoral 

Division on the fol lowing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for forme r NSW Premie r and fo rmer Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consist ent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another forme r NSW Premier, Jack Langalso 

represented Re id in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Ministe r, shou ld not be made at the expense of the memory of an earl ier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Wate r Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively t he centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been establ ished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpoo l Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck Rive r. It instead meanders th rough suburban stree ts along a 

bounda ry t hat is unrecognized by local residents. The already high infor mal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in t he proposals , ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs estab lished in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first sett lements for migrants. These areas are conta ined with in the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redist ibutlon Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill jProspect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redlstribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Rei 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to elim inate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable port ion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objectio to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and fo rmer Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federt ! Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are contained with in the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

SIGNATURE 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistributlon Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Min ister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Re id in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effective ly the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been establ ished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the 'early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

DATE ADDRESS SIGNATURE 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redlstributlon Proposal as it affects the 
Electora te of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Re id, object to the proposal to eliminate th is Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and fo rmer Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlie r Prime Min ister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approx imately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME ADDRESS SIGNATURE 
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mecltora.tt' of Re §d 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natura! boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River; It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE NAME 



mectorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granv ille, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries fo rmerly mentioned. 



Electorate of ReBd 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Anothe r former NSW Premier, JackLangalso 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 



Electorate of f{e~d 

We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion ofthe Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Electorate of Rehl 
We, the undersigned voters ofthe Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Min iste r George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earl ier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively t he centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natura l boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granvil le, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of fi rst settlements for migrants . These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 



Objection to the 2.009 Fetlernl Redistrtbution Pro pusal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1. The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

'and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack lang also 
represented ReId in the Federal Parliament. 

2. . The proposal" to create a new seafof McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense ofthe memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of ReId into at least two 

dlvlslons those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been estab/lshed In 
Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the liverpool Granville or LIverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It Instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that Is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will Increase. 

5.	 Ref3ted to the above Is the lack of community of Interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residenl[Sof Udcombe, AUburn, Granville, and Harris Park livl~ in suburbs established In the earl,'
Ir 

-..- -fermat ion of New South Wales, share a common Industrial base from that era and have long 

been 'the slgnlftcant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Elector ate or neid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate o f Reid, object to t he proposal to eliminate t his Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions . Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal el iminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders th rough suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Elector ate s f Held 
We, the unde rsigned voters of the Electorate o f Reid, obj ect to t he prop osal t o elimi nate this Electo ral 

Division on the fol low ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former I\J SW Premier and former Prime M in ister George Reid, 

and is consistent with nam ing Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, afte r Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

M in ister, should not be made at the expen se of the memory of an earl ier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the subu rb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

div isions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approx imately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck Rive r. It instead meanders t hro ugh suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecogn ized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increas e. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of com munity of int erest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granv ille , and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the signif icant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are conta ined within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Electorate of Held 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the propo sal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former N5VV Premier and fo rmer Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Ministe r, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years . 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of commun ity of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are conta ined w ithin the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

DATE NAME ADDRESS	 SIGNATURE 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable port ion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill jProspect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase . 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 

DATE ADDRESS SIGNATURE 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistributi on Proposal as it affect s t he 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Pa rliament . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively t he centre of Reid into at least two 

divis ions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years . 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban st reet s along a 

boundary that is unrecogn ized by local residents. The already' high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to t he above is th e lack of community of inte rest contained in th e proposals, ie t he 

resident - of Lidcombe, Aubu rn , Granville. and Harri s Parl' live in suburbs esta blish ed i t he eanv 

format ion of New South Wales: share a com mon indust rial base f rom t hat era and have long 

been t he signif icant area of first settleme nts for mig rants . These areas are contained with in t he 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 

DATE NAME ADDRESS	 SIGNATURE 
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Objection to the 2009 FederalRedlst r tbution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

. 3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

S.	 Related to t he above is the lack of communit y of interest contained in the proposals, ie th e 

residents of Lidcombe, Aub urn . Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in th'e early 

for mation of New Sout h Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained wit hin the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid,
 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack lang also
 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament.
 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime
 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This
 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from
 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe line to Centenary Drive at Homebush.
 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two \ 
divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe
 

line, the Western railway line, the liverpool Granville or liverpool Regents Park railway lines,
 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a
 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase.
 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the
 

residents of lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early
 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long
 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the
 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . I
 



Objection to the 2009 ederal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of th e Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to elim inate th is Electora l 

Division on the fol lowing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named fo r fo rmer NSW Premier and former Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another fermer NSW Premier, JackLang also 

represen ted Reid in the Federal Parliament . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

Min ister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable port ion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal div ides the suburb of Granville, effectively t he centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Off ice has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as t he Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpoo l Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders t hrough subu rban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is t he lack of comm unity of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcornbe, Auburn, Grallvili c, and Harrls Park iive in suburbs estab lished lri the ear ly 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the signif icant area of first settlements for migrants . These areas are contained within t he 

natura l boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid , objec t to t he proposal to elimi nate this Electoral 

Division on th e following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former 1\J5W Premier and fo rmer Prime Ministe r George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former I\JSW Prem ier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliame nt . 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, afte r Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a conside rable port ion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Hornebush . 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effective ly the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been estab lished in 

Granv ille for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natural bou ndaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpoo l Granvill e or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders t hrough suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by loca l residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Aubu rn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in t he early 

format ion of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of fi rst settlements for migrants . These areas are conta ined within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLangalso 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense ofthe memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion ofthe Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural bounda ries formerly mentioned. 
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Electorate of Reid
r---1L• bjection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 

We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate ofReid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect wate r pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premie r and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William M cMahon, a former Prime 

Min ister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harri s Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained w ithin the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection t o the 2009 Fed -e ra j Red istrt butlon PI'opos 211as i t a ffe cts tl1f> 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named fur former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2:	 'The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately SO years. 

4,	 The proposal elim inates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

reside!\ts of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Pari< live in suburbs estabiished in the eariy 

forrnatlon of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are conta ined within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions . Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir Will iam McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters ofthe Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common indust rial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries forrnerlv mentioned . 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, JackLang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill/Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significan t rea offirst settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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We, the unders igned voters of the Elect or ate of Reid, obj ect to t he propos al to eliminat e t his Eiector al 

Div ision on t he fo ll o w ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for forme r NSW Premie r and former Prime M inist er George Reid, 

and is cons istent wi t h nami ng Electoral Divisions. Another form er NSW Prem ier, Ja ck Lang also 

repr esented Reid in t he Federa l Parliament. 

2.	 The pro po sal t o create a new seat of McMa hon, after Sir William M cMahon, a former Prime 

Mi nist er, sho uld not be made at the expense of t he memory of an ear lier Prime M inister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable port ion of the Reid Electorat e nota bly from 

Duck River bo unded by the Wa ter Pipe Line to Cen ten ary Drive at Home bush. 

3.	 The prop osal d ivid es the suburb of Granville, effect ively the centre of Reid in to at least t wo 

divisions th ose of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Off ice has been estab lished in 

Granville fo r approximat ely 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal el iminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill j Prospect wate r pipe 

line, t he Western railway line , t he Liverpool Granvil le or Liverpool Regents Park rail way lines, 

Parrama tta River and Duck River. It instead meand ers through suburba n streets along a 

bounda ry that is un recognized by loca l residents. The already high informa l vote wi ll increase. 

5.	 Related t o the above is the lack of com mu nity of interest cont ained in t he proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcom be, Aub urn , Granville , and Harr is Park live in suburbs esta blished in the ear ly 

for mat ion of New Sout h Wales, share a common industrial base from tha t era and have long 

been t he signif icant area of fi rst set t lements for m igra nt s. These areas are con tained w it hin the 

natura l bou ndaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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We, t he undersigned voters of t he Elect orate of Reid, obj ect to t he proposal to eliminat e thi s Electoral 

Division on the follow ing basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former i\JSW Premier and fo rmer Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consisten t with naming Electoral Divisions. Anotherformer NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Pa rliament. 

2.	 The proposal t o create a new seat of M cM ahon, after Sir Wil liam M cM ahon, a former Prime 

Mi nister, should not be made at th e expense of th e memory of an earlie r Prime Mi nister . This 

new seat is proposed to encom pass a considera ble po rtio n of t he Reid Electorate notably f rom 

Duck River bounded by t he Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides th e suburb of Granvil le, ef fecti vely t he cent re of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Re id Electo rate Office has been established in 

Granville for approx imately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal elim inates natura l boundar ies such as the Sydney Pot t s Hill / Prospect water pipe 

line, t he Western rai lway line, the Liverpool Granvill e or Liverpoo l Regent s Park railway lines, 

Parr amat ta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban street s along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local resident s. The already high informal vot e will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of int erest contained in t he proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn , Granvi lle, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

for mati on of New South Wales, share a common indu strial base from tha t era and have long 

been the signi f icant area of f irst set tlements for migrants. These areas are contained wit hin the 

natural boun daries formerly ment ioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid ) 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions thos e of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hili /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of th e Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

div isions those of Blaxland and Parramatta . The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe , Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are conta ined within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 



Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposal to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis: 

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime M inister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The propos I divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been establ ished in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. It instead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents. The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related to the above is the lack of community of interest contained in the proposals, ie the 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harris Park live in suburbs established in the early 

formation of New South Wales, share a common industrial base from that era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within the 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned. 
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Objection to the 2009 Federal Redistribution Proposal as it affects the 
Electorate of Reid 
We, the undersigned voters of the Electorate of Reid, object to the proposa,1 to eliminate this Electoral 

Division on the following basis:

1.	 The Seat of Reid is named for former NSW Premier and former Prime Minister George Reid, 

and is consistent with naming Electoral Divisions. Another former NSW Premier, Jack Lang also 

represented Reid in the Federal Parliament. 

2.	 The proposal to create a new seat of McMahon, after Sir William McMahon, a former Prime 

Minister, should not be made at the expense of the memory of an earlier Prime Minister. This 

new seat is proposed to encompass a considerable portion of the Reid Electorate notably from 

Duck River bounded by the Water Pipe Line to Centenary Drive at Homebush. 

3.	 The proposal divides the suburb of Granville, effectively the centre of Reid into at least two 

divisions those of Blaxland and Parramatta. The Reid Electorate Office has been established in 

Granville for approximately 50 years. 

4.	 The proposal eliminates natural boundaries such as the Sydney Potts Hill /Prospect water pipe 

line, the Western railway line, the Liverpool Granville or Liverpool Regents Park railway lines, 

Parramatta River and Duck River. Itinstead meanders through suburban streets along a 

boundary that is unrecognized by local residents . The already high informal vote will increase. 

5.	 Related t o t he above is the lack of community of interest conta ined in the proposals, ie th e 

residents of Lidcombe, Auburn, Granville, and Harr is Park live in suburbs established in the earlv 

formati on of New Sout h Wales, share a common industrial base fro m tha t era and have long 

been the significant area of first settlements for migrants. These areas are contained within t he 

natural boundaries formerly mentioned . 


